This paper describes an adaptive S-curve used to recover a tool path upon a system crash in the Windows operating system (OS). For a mechanism such as a robot or machine tool, the joint values, being delivered as setpoints to the servo-controller, are dynamically recorded by the real-time operating system also residing on the computer. The realtime OS can control the abort and record pertinent motion data after Windows OS crash.
INTRODUCTION
New open controllers may use a real-time operating system (OS) that resides concurrently with the Windows OS on a PC. This environment is more vulnerable to system crashes, but brings tremendous advantage to the integration of modern applications on the control platform.
The direct machining research at Brigham Young University uses the process plan in a Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) application to control directly a machine tool, without post-processing into APT, CL, or M&G files. In an instance where the Windows OS crashes, it is important to first stop the machining process gracefully, and then recover the tool to an acceptable prior configuration where the process can be restarted.
In a system crash a real-time OS such as VenturCom's RTX can continue processing until the tool can be stopped. Unfortunately, the CAM application running under Windows will lose contact with the mechanism's final joint values through the stop sequence. The tool, once stopped awaiting the Windows OS reboot, may be located relative to the part such that it cannot be safely jogged by the operator without damaging the part. This paper presents a collision-free recovery sequence that can be applied upon primary OS failure to place the tool in a prior known configuration. It is then possible to restart the process plan from a known configuration and continue the normal process sequence. The procedure begins by recording the joint sequence of joint setpoints fed to the servo-controller in a dynamic array of fixed size, rolling over the joint values when the array fills up. (1) off-line trajectory planning; and (2) on-line trajectory tracking. Because they use a numerical algorithm to optimize the cubic polynomial joint interpolator, it is not a real-time algorithm. Therefore, the trajectory planning must be conducted off-line. Wang 3 and Patel and Thompson 4 proposed B-Spline joint trajectory planning algorithms to blend all given joint values. The shortcoming of these approaches is that the planned trajectory approximates all given joint values and thus deviates from the desired trajectory.
RECOVERY TRAJECTORY GENERATION
There are a number of other researchers [5] [6] [7] who use different polynomial functions to represent joint trajectories. Their methods are either not suitable for on-line trajectory planning, or do not account for a mechanism's dynamic constraints, such as the maximum values for joint speed, acceleration, or jerk.
Red 8 presents an adaptive optimal trajectory generator that uses dynamic S-curve velocity profiles to transition both Cartesian space and joint space. His algorithm is able to adapt to instantaneous changes in speed setting and path length.
This paper presents a motion recovery trajectory generator based on the adaptive S-curve. This algorithm is able to optimally plan a trajectory generator given a table of joints values. At each trajectory step, only one joint, the slowest joint, will dominate the motion. The remaining joints will be proportionally synchronized with the slow joint. The algorithm will continuously look ahead one step to discover the next slow joint and make a slow joint transition, if necessary.
The trajectory is planned subject to the following constraints:
• Any joint acceleration and deceleration along the trajectory cannot exceed the max allowable value; • Jerk is specified and limited; • The move buffer is dynamically loaded with each new block of joint values and the algorithm is able to dynamically transition through these new joint value changes with position, speed, and acceleration continuity.
S-CURVE REVIEW
Trajectory generators have been extensively studied in the literature. There are several different types of trajectory generators that are studied and used in industry. Brady 9 listed a few types of trajectory generators: bang-bang (also called trapezoidal profile), cosine, sine on ramp, and polynomial profiles. For more theoretical explanation of trajectory profiles, refer to references [10] and [11] . All trajectory generators share one comrnon characteristic. There are certain boundary conditions specified for the trajectory generator. Usually, these boundary conditions are the initial and final positions, velocities, and even accelerations of the manipulator and joints. Based on the max allowable velocities, accelerations, and jerks, we need to fit a trajectory to meet all boundary conditions. The trapezoidal profile is the simplest trajectory generator. It uses constant acceleration to move to a desired speed setting and requires the minimum traveling time. Unfortunately, as the speeds and accelerations of modern robots and NC machines continue to increase, this simple trajectory generator increases wear and stress on mechanisms, due to its inherent acceleration discontinuities at the beginning and end of the profile.
Polynomial profiles are becoming more and more popular because they provide position, velocity, acceleration, and even jerk continuity throughout the whole profile. Among all polynomial profiles, the S profile is probably the most popular. Referring to Figure 1 , the S-curve is a cubic polynomial in position and a second-order polynomial in velocity. The second-order polynomial assumed for the Scurve velocity profile is
where the joint value s(t) is found by integrating this equation. Taking the first and second derivative gives us the acceleration and constant jerk equations: Figure 1 considers a pure S-curve (no linear transition). The rise motion (0 ≤ t ≤ T) can be divided into two periods -a concave period (0 ≤ t ≤ T/2) followed by a convex period (T/2 ≤ t ≤ T).
Considering the maximum jerk constraint j m , we can derive the following equations for the concave and convex periods.
Concave period
Convex period
For a detailed explanation of equations (4)- (12), please refer to reference [8] .
TRAJECTORY PLANNING
Given a set of joint values, it is the function of the trajectory-planning algorithm to determine what paths to take and the trajectory time to pass through all given joint values. One trajectory-planning approach is to plan an optimal trajectory for each individual joint without considering other joints. Obviously this approach is simple, but cannot guarantee that all joints will be able to pass each intermediate position simultaneously and come to a full stop at their end position at the same time. Some joints will reach their final values before others; these faster joints will remain idle at their final position until every other joint reaches its final destination. The path would deviate from the original Cartesian path.
The desired motion recovery trajectory algorithm requires that all joints pass each intermediate position simultaneously and come to a full stop at their destination at the same time. By doing that, it is guaranteed that the tool tip of the manipulator will be able to follow exactly its original Cartesian path, before control failure, and remain collision-free.
The desired trajectory-planning approach uses the jointinterpolated method. Given a set of joints values, the trajectory-planning algorithm will fit a smooth curve s i (t) through all given intermediate points. The motion recovery trajectory requires that all joint trajectory profiles be coordinated so that they will pass each of their intermediate setpoints simultaneously and come to a full stop at their destination at the same time.
The adaptive S-curve trajectory generator will be used to interpolate the motion. Our algorithm only plans an adaptive S-curve for the slow joint. The remaining joints will be slowed proportional to the slow joint motion.
To start our algorithm, we must determine the initial slow joint. In our algorithm we arbitrarily assume joint 1 is the slow joint. This begins our method to determine the initial slow joint. Assume that the entry velocity and acceleration of joint 1 is v 0 and a 0 . We specify that the initial jerk value for joint 1 is the maximum allowable jerk j m . Based on the known entry velocity, acceleration, and jerk values for joint 1, we can derive the following equations to calculate entry velocity, acceleration, and jerk for the remaining joints. where s j1 , s j2 , s 11 , s 12 are the given first and second joint values for joint j and joint 1. For the jth joint, the entry joint velocity, acceleration, and jerk are subject to the following constraints:
If one or more of the equations in (17)-(l9) is violated, we replace joint 1 with joint j as the slow joint and load the corresponding joint j entry velocity and acceleration values into v 0 and a 0 . We repeat this procedure until we have examined all the independent joints. At this point, one of the joints will be chosen as the initial slow joint. Our motion recovery trajectory algorithm uses the same trajectory rate that was applied when the system failure occurred. Suppose at any moment t, the jth joint is the slow joint. We can find its instantaneous position, velocity, acceleration and jerk from its S-curve trajectory. Suppose their values are s j (t), s j Ј(t), s j Љ(t), and s j ٞ(t). 
s i Ј(t) = ratio ji s j Ј(t)
For the ith joint, the instantaneous joint velocity, acceleration, and jerk are subject to the following constraints:
If at any moment, the ith joint velocity, acceleration, or jerk exceed their maximums, then one or more of the equations in (25)-(27) is no longer valid. At this moment, the ith joint becomes the slow joint and we have to slow the motion to not violate its constraints. When transitioning to a new slow joint, the trajectory algorithm plans a new adaptive S-curve for the new joint. The entry state can be determined by the last motion state proportionally determined from (21)-(24). Suppose the new slow joint entry velocity and acceleration are V 0 and a 0 . We can then plan a new adaptive S-curve for the new slow joint based on the values of V 0 , a 0 , the remaining joint interpolation distance, and the transitional state. Figure 2 shows the adaptive S-curve profile for the new slow joint, where V 0 and a 0 are the entry velocity and acceleration of joint i; V s is the set speed and a m is the maximum allowable acceleration. Because a slow joint transition can happen in any profile period, Table I lists all possible transitional profiles necessary to reach the set speed. Depending on the transitional type we apply a different jerk sign for the adaptive S-curve. Sometimes the jerk is zero. By knowing the entry position, velocity, and acceleration, we solve for the unknown coefficients in equation (28):
The time t is always adjusted to zero when beginning a new slow joint transition. By knowing the transitional state, we select the right value for jerk from Table I, giving b 3 as:
(32)
where j = 0, + j m , or Ϫ j m . Rather than solve a very difficult closed-form solution for a feasible upper speed limit, the remaining distance and other motion conditions are used to limit the speed increase adaptively. The concept is to make a max jerk step to increase the entry speed towards the set speed. By knowing the remaining distance and other motion conditions, we only increase the speed if we can meet the terminal conditions. At any one moment, at least one of the joints uses its max jerk to change the speed. So this approach is incrementally optimal.
For a detailed explanation of the transitional states listed in Table I , refer to reference 8.
DEMONSTRATION
To illustrate the algorithm, we consider two examples. The first example is for a simple two revolute joint robot. Table  II lists a sequence of joint values stored in the recovery array.
The velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints for this two revolute joint robot are listed in Table III. The robot links begin at rest at the starting point, and come to full stop at the end point. This gives the initial and final boundary conditions for position and velocity.
To start our motion recovery trajectory generator algorithm, we initially determine the slow joint to plan our trajectory. Based on the procedure described in equations (13)-(19), joint 2 is chosen as the initial slow joint. After 0.275 seconds, joint 1 becomes the slow joint. At this moment, we transition the slow joint from joint 2 to joint 1 and plan a new adaptive S-curve trajectory for joint 1. At time 1.60 seconds, the slow joint transition takes place as joint 2 becomes the slow joint again. Based on the entry position, velocity, acceleration conditions and the remaining distance, we plan a new adaptive S-curve for joint 2. Figure 3 shows the trajectories for joints 1 and 2. As we can see from this figure, the two joints start their motion at the same time and come to a full stop simultaneously. The position, velocity, and acceleration of two joints are continuous throughout the whole trajectory. The velocity and acceleration of both joints remain within the robot's velocity and acceleration constraints.
The second example is a 5-Axis mill that is used in DMAC (Direct Machine And Control) research. The mill has X, Y, Z translational joints which displace the tool, and A and C revolute joints placed on the base table.
Table IV lists a sequence of joint values through which all the joints must be interpolated. The velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints are listed in Table V. Joint 1 is chosen as the initial slow joint based on the procedure outlined in equations (13)-(19). At time T = 0.43 seconds, joint 3 becomes the slow joint based on joint dynamic constraints equations (25)-(27). At this instant, joint 3 has a velocity of 29.214059 mm/s and acceleration of . Based on this entry velocity, acceleration and the remaining distance of 9.296675 mm, we plan a new adaptive S-profile for joint 3 starting at time 0.43 seconds and proportionally plan the motion for the other four joints.
At time T = 0.89 seconds, the transition of slow joint takes place and joint 1 becomes the slow joint again. Based on the same method as above, we plan a new adaptive S-profile for joint 1 and proportionally synchronize the rest of joints with joint 1.
Figures 4 and 5 show the trajectories for joints X-Y-Z, and A-C, respectively. As we can see joints 1 and 2 start moving while joints 3, 4, and 5 are initially at rest. Joint 3 starts moving at T = 0.27 seconds and joint 4 and 5 start moving at T = 0.28 seconds. These results agree with the joint sequence in Table IV . All five joints stop simultaneously at the end position.
The velocity and acceleration of all joints are limited by the robot joints constraints. The position, velocity, and acceleration profiles are continuous throughout the whole trajectory.
The trajectory generator is run at a constant rate of 1,000Hz on both examples. Because this trajectory rate is very high, the spaces between any two interpolated joint values are very small. This guarantees the accuracy of the recovered Cartesian tool path. 
CONCLUSIONS
Using an adaptive S-curve velocity profile, a new trajectory algorithm recovers the position, velocity, and acceleration joint sequence before a system crash. This is critical in salvaging parts that might normally be damaged when jogging the tool to a safe position after system restart.
To prove the feasibility of this motion recovery trajectory algorithm, two examples were considered. The first example demonstrates recovery for a two revolute joint robot while the second example applies the recovery methods to a more complex 5-axis mill. Both simulation and physical experiments using the DMAC open-controller demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of the recovery trajectory algorithms.
Experiments show that the tool could be recovered to follow its original Cartesian path before controller failure, using the same trajectory rate that originally generated the stored setpoints list (1KHz or higher).
